
According to FAA, Rust’s Flying Service/K2 Aviation is the largest Off Airport Air Carrier in the 

United States. We are proud to welcome visitors from around the globe to experience 

authentic Alaska. Safety is our first priority; it transcends expedience, convenience, 

preference, and profits. Our team actively monitors daily flight conditions and adjusts our 

flights and tours accordingly to provide both the safest and most enjoyable experience for our 

guests. With over 55 years of flight operations experience, we have assembled a team 

committed to a culture of safety. 

 

Pilots
Each pilot is selected for a combination of experience, skill, and knowledge. Many have flown 

with us for 5, 10, and 20+ years. Our pilots go through a company-specific training program 

that is FAA approved. That training requires regular ground and flight training and all of our 

pilots must successfully complete initial as well as annual recurrent training.

 

Maintenance
Additionally, Rust’s Flying Service and K2 Aviation have a rigorous FAA approved maintenance 

program that has resulted in an outstanding long term safety record. The company adheres to 

a strict maintenance schedule and program to ensure all aircraft meet or exceed the flight 

safety standards of its operating certificate, as well as our own internal quality requirements.

 

Flight Following
Rust's and K2 have a well trained and experienced operations and flight following team. Many 

have also been with our company for 5, 10, and 20+ years. Our flight followers and operations 

managers attend and complete FAA approved company flight following training on an annual 

basis. 

 

A Note From Our Owners
From our family to yours, we hope you feel confident in flying with us. We are proud to share 

this incredible, amazing, beautiful and unforgettable experience with our guests. We welcome 

you to contact us at info@flyrusts.com or by calling 907.243.1595 should you have any 

questions.

 

-Todd, Suzanne and Colin Rust

 

Aircraft Safety Features
GPS Tracking 

Each aircraft is equipped with emergency 

beacons and GPS Tracking. We know where 

every plane in our fleet is at all times

 

ADS-B Equipped

Each aircraft is equipped with FAA 

recommended  traffic awareness/collision 

avoidance equipment

 

Satellite Phones

Each aircraft is equipped with a satellite 

phone so that communication is always 

available

 

Passenger Stats
Rust' Flying Service and K2 Aviation 

welcome over 25,000 passengers annually 

on average

 

 

 

Our Commitment to Safety

 

 
 Company Information

Rust's Flying Service 

Established 1963

Anchorage, AK

www.flyrusts.com

K2 Aviation 

Purchased by the Rust family in 1996

Talkeetna, AK 

www.flyk2.com

Owners

Todd Rust - Director of Operations

Suzanne Rust - Station Operations Manager

Colin Rust - Director of Maintenance 


